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...and [1065]c.1500 S 1042, Cungresberie 1086, saint’s name Cuncar, OE Congar, genitive OE byrig, dative sing. of burh. Stere, a place mentioned by Asser as a very. The pr is [ku:mzbri]. DEPN, CMCS 2257. ‘The king’s village or farm’.

1130–47, Stodham 1246–1552, is ‘the horses are kept’, OE stōd + hamm 1. O

5442. ‘Staff hill’. Stafhole c.1225–79, Staffholde c.1270, Staffeld 1276–8, Staffel(l) 13–1568, Staffeld oth. Staffell 1806. ON hóll ‘an isolated hill’. The reference is by a post or where posts were obtained. SSNNW 164, L 169.

1 → STOWFORD Devon SX 4386.

223. ‘The landing-place ford’. STED,
This book offers the first comprehensive study of the enclosure mapping of England and Wales. The authors assess the processes of land enclosure, the role of maps, the mapping of each county and the cartographic characteristics of all the maps across both space and time. The book is accompanied by a unique web resource that gives a fully searchable, descriptive and analytical catalogue of all the parliamentary and non-parliamentary enclosure maps extant in public archives and libraries.

- Web resource at
  [http://www.cambridge.org/enclosuremaps](http://www.cambridge.org/enclosuremaps)

... an essential research tool for economic, social and local historians as well as for geographers, lawyers and planners
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